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Abstract | The discovery of slow-slip events (SSEs) has
revolutionized our understanding of how tectonic faults accommodate
long-term slip motions. On the Cascadia megathrust, as in many
circum-Pacific subduction zones, SSEs slide at rates between 10 and
100 times higher than the plate convergence rate for a few days to a
few weeks, accumulating centimeters of slip. A fundamental
characteristic – viewed as a window into physical mechanisms of slow
and fast rupture – is the relation between event moments (M) and their
duration (T).

Results | Our reference model results in a rich history of SSEs with spontaneous nucleation, slow ruptures, magnitudes ranging from M 5.3 to
6.7. The resulting synthetic catalog of 76 events approximately obeys the Gutenberg-Richter relationship with a b-value of ~1. The simulated
sequences of SSEs include inter-event loading, nucleation, growth, along-strike propagation, and arrest.

During the inter-event period, creep penetrates into the rate-weakening
patch, building conditions for slow-slip nucleation. When a SSE
nucleates, it grows and expands until it saturates the width of the rate-
weakening patch. The rupture proceeds by propagating along strike for
more than 160 km along strike, and eventually arrests in the area of
relatively unfavorable pre-stress.

The rupture velocity is
not constant: After the
nucleation phase, the
rupture front accelerates
from ~7.6 up to ~9.7
km/day by exploiting a fault
area with a relatively higher
pre-stress. It then slows
down to ~3.1 km/day and
eventually arrests in the
vicinity of the locked (and
lower-stressed) patch. As a
result, the source-time
function grows in the first
half of the event and
eventually shrinks before
the end.

Conclusions | Our results show that a simple model based on standard rate-and-state friction can produce a large population of SSEs. Our
model explains the earthquake-like cubic moment-duration scaling of deep SSEs observed in Cascadia, Nankai, and Mexico. Pulse-like SSEs
accelerate and decelerate along strike, driven by residual pre-stress from previous events, with the average rupture velocity evolving accordingly.
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We investigate the scaling properties of the simulated SSE population
and we find that the moments released by SSEs follow a cubic
moment-duration scaling law (M∝T3). This result emerges due to a
combined effect of three different scaling properties:
• The rupture width remains constant in time (W∝T0).
• The rupture length scales with the square of the duration (L∝T2).
• The average slip scales linearly with the event duration (S∝T).

We examine the average rupture velocity (vr) and stress drop (∆τ) of
each SSE. Both Cascadia observations and our simulated SSEs show
that rupture velocity increases with the event moment and follows the
M∝vr3. Similarly, we find that the average stress drop increases with
the moment of the event.

In contrast to the widely used assumptions of magnitude-invariant
rupture velocities and stress drops, both simulated and natural SSEs have
rupture velocities and stress drops that increase with event magnitudes.

Methods | We examine the scaling properties of SSEs using
dynamic simulations of frictional sliding (Lapusta and Liu, 2009). The
area with steady-state rate-weakening friction (VW), where SSEs can
occur, is embedded in a rate-strengthening domain (VS).

Regular fast earthquakes have long been
known to follow a cubic moment-
duration scaling relation for a wide
range of event magnitudes (M∝T3).
The cubic scaling is expected from the
traditional representation of earthquake
source as a circular rupture with
spatially constant, magnitude-invariant
stress drop expanding at a spatially
constant, magnitude-invariant rupture
speed – often simply called “circular
crack model”.
The moment-duration scaling should
switch to M∝T when slip events
saturate the width (W) of the
seismogenic zone, thus propagating for
much longer length (L).

We consider a thrust fault segment
embedded into an elastic medium,
loaded by a long-term slip rate (40
mm/year) and governed by rate-and-
state friction (Dieterich, 1979; Marone,
1998) and dilatancy effects. In
particular, we include the evolution of
pore pressure p due to inelastic shear
dilatancy φ. Following Segall and Rice
(1995), we associate the effects of
dilatancy and compaction with the
evolution of state variable θ.


